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i' (a) In the process of converting analog images to digital images, to eliminate loss ofinformatiol due to sampling, the sampling rate n-eeds to b-e chosen appropriateiy.
Deseribe the concept of shannon's thiorem on sarnplin grute. J

(5 marks)

(b) An 8x8 chess bo_ard image is to be digitized unambiguously. Show that 64
samples are insufftcient. What is the minimum number oir*pi., Lcessary?

(5 marks)

(c) Quadtree is a data structure for 2D image representation. It is constructed bydividing an image into four quadrants ui ru"h hierarchical level. Compute the
quadtree of the image shown in Figure l.

Figrre 1

(7 marks)

(d) Describe one application in image processing or analysis where you think that
quadtree representation is an advantage.

(3 marks)
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2. (a) (i)

(ii)

what does histogram equalization do and what effect is it designed to have
on an image?

(4 marks)

Imagine a 64x64 image with 4 grey levels. The normalized grey levels are
4,18,213,l. Suppose the image distribution is as given in Table 1.

(b) The following very useful operator is often applied to an
computer vision algorithms, to generate a related "image" g(x,y):

.f ir'. .+: - { / f t, - ii*-oi=+is-$lt i/n' Iiri. .ij
J* Js

where

ej {tF i/2\
1-- t | _ll - \,1117 

- ,]r,,= )
(i) Give the general name for this type of mathematical operator, and the chief

puipose that it serves in computer vision.
(4 marks)

(ii) What image properties shouid correspond to the zeroes of the equation, i.e.
those points (x, y) in the image r(x, y) where the above result g(i, y) = 0?

Table 1

Grey levei Number of oixels Probability of occurrence

0

t/3

I

1813

1506

574

303

0.44

0.37

0.14

0.05

. Drlw the histogram of the image, mapping the normalized. grey level
against the probability of occrrrence.

t Apply histogram equalisation transformation to determine the
equalized histogram.

(l{ote: You may assume an ideal case.)

o Draw the equalized histogram.
(4 marks)

image I(x,y) in

#"* djJ

(4 marks)
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(iii) whlt i1 the significance of fhe parameter o? If you increased its value,
would there be rnore or fewer points (x, y) at whiclr-g(x, y) : 0?

(4 marks)

3' (a) Explain the principles of and the differences among the three basic approaches toregion growing - merging, splitting and split and merge.

(12 marks)

(b) The image below (Figure 2) is from an MR scan through a person,s head.
Suggest one computational method for locating the outer boundaries of the darkcenkal shapes (arrowed), starting from the grey-level image. you may ass*me
that you are given an initiar approximat" pouitio' for the shales.

Note: You may describe your method conceptually. Detailed algorithmic steps
are not required.

Hint: You may use a combination of algorithms, if necessary, to achieve the
obiective.

Figure 2

(8 marks)

(a) Describe the concepr of adaptive thresholding.

(5 marks)

(b) Explain any one fype of adaptive thresholding methods you are familiar with.

(6 marks)

1E6
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(c) For the image and its histogram in Figure 3, suggest a suitable method of
segmentation and justify why your suggestion would. be the best choice.

Fizure 3
(8 marks)

5' (a) Define the dilation aad, erosionof an object A by a stnrcturing element B.

(4 marks)

(b) Sketch the dilation and erosion of the object labelied A in the figure below, using
the structuring element shown. Note that the centre of the binary structuring
element B is given by the darker pixel.

(8 marks)

Bwffi
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Fiqure 4
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Strurturing Ehot!$r

[ccs504]

(8 marks)

)

!-

(c) Morphological opening and closing maybe explained, briefly, as follows:

Opening:

' All pixels which can be covered by the structuring element with the
structuring element being entirely within the foreground region will be
preserved.

o However, 1ll foreground pixels which cannot be reached by the structuring
element without parts of it moving out of the foregroil r"gil *itt u,
eroded awav.

Closing:

r For any background boundary point, if the structuring element can be rnade
to touch that point, without any part of the element being inside a foreground
region, then that point remains background.o If this is not possibre, then the pixel is set to foreground.

With this understanding, consider the image shown in Figure 5. What wili the
morphoiogical operutions of opening foilowed by closing, do to this image?
Sketch the results of each successivJ dilation/erosion steps of the opening and
closing operation.

Figure 5

Note: Consider the black regions as the object regions.
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6. (a) Explain the following in derail:

(i) Any one type of boundary descriptor.

(ii) Any fwo (2) rlpes of region descriptors.

(8 marks)

(b) A local hardware store wishes to install an automatic system for sorting a
number of small items. Below is a t1'pical image of all the possible items.Images
may be gaqtured from any distance, and contain only one of these items.
ktdividual algorithms may be written each object. Describe the algorithms you
would implement to recognise any fow of these objects.

Fizure 6

Note: You may writ-e 4 independent algorithms, one for each object. Eaclt of
these algorithms may utilize suitable object descrtptors. Note that you
are required only to describe the algortthm briefly, and detailed codes
are not necessary.

(12 marks)
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